
Gaming 
 

Perfect control speed, or malfunction rate, refers to the speed at which the mouse can be

moved while still tracking accurately. Most gaming mice will track extremely accurately when

moved at slow speeds, but low CPI players will often move their mice large distances across

the mousepads at very high speeds. At high speeds, especially at high CPIs, not all mouse

sensors can retain their tracking accuracy. 

The Razer Naga Epic Chroma and Razer Naga Chroma have a twelve button thumb grid,

suited for the expanded skillsets found in most MMO games.

It also supports Logitech’s gaming hardware configuration software, which is the best in the

world of mice.

That’s expected; there’s a ton of complicated technical jargon that goes into the best

gaming mice – terms like polling rates and DPI ratings that a regular buyer may not be

familiar with.

It has a relatively flat but super lightweight and comfortable shape.
 
This is because the mouse features an astonishing 11 programmable buttons, as well as on-
board memory to store 5 profiles, which can be switched between on the fly. As such, no
matter how many macros and secondary functions you may want primed, the Basilisk V3 can
do it. What you won't find here is a focus on mice that no ordinary person can afford. In our
best gaming mice guide – just like our best gaming keyboards guide – we want to cover the
whole market and ensure that there are options here for everyone. While some of the
premium mice here are undoubtedly impressive, there are some really great mice that don't
cost quite so much too. 

You Don't Need To Spend A Lot Of Money On A Gaming
Chair
 
This is certainly aimed at small to medium-sized hands, with palm grip being the least natural
grip style with this gaming mouse. The hairy muscle man branding might be a little out there
for some, but during use it’s obscured by the hand so it’s neither here nor there for us. Soon
the mouse and the GUI interface had been adopted by Microsoft, and by the mid 1980s, the
mouse was being used by people at home, at work, serving the government, and beyond. It
followed logically that the mouse would also become one of the most popular ways to control
the action of a computer game. Today one can find mice in all shapes and forms, from the
ergonomic mouse to the upright mouse to the Bluetooth mouse and beyond. 
It enables users to regulate DPI , lift-off distance, angle snapping, polling rate, as well as
battery level. If you have a hand that differs from the mainstream, it can be challenging to find
any mouse that fits, let alone something that competes with the best PC gaming mice
available. This is especially tough if you have big hands, as many mice are not built for
sizeable hands. All of the above mice are excellent pieces of hardware, but overall, we would
opt for the SteelSeries Rival 310 as it has the best balance of quality to price. It's excellent
and affordable, which is a combo that's difficult to beat. We've got you covered with our top
lab-tested picks of the best wireless mice for gamers—no strings attached. 
With both USB and Bluetooth connectivity, it can connect easily to almost any PC. It’s a
large, heavy mouse, which is good for players with large hands, and the side panels are
effortless to swap in and out. If you'd prefer a wireless model, consider the similarly excellent
Razer Naga Pro instead. The Corsair Harpoon RGB Wireless is perhaps the best gaming



mouse if you’re looking for an inexpensive wireless mouse from a major manufacturer. A
good gaming mouse doesn’t necessarily make you any more skilled, but it does give your
skills a chance to shine through. 
The SteelSeries Prime sports an 18,000 DPI TrueMove Air optical sensor. The HyperX
Pulsefire Haste doesn’t have the spillage resistance of the Aerox 3 above, but it is cheaper,
almost at light , and to my hands, feel a bit nicer. It’s a combination of the bigger, easier-to-
press thumb buttons and the meatier click of the main left/right switches that produces a
generally more pleasant and comfortable mouse-wrangling experience. This is, of course,
just one of many programmable buttons, and Razer’s Synapse software makes tinkering and
setting up profiles a breeze. There’s also a new optical sensor, peaking at 26,000 DPI , and
an unusually not-boring scroll wheel. 

 

Battery
 
All the better gaming mice have a mouse tuning software, so set your DPI to your sweet spot.
The easiest way to figure out what you use is to just look at your hand position while you
game. Then, experiment with other grips until you find the one you're most comfortable using
and pick your next mouse accordingly. There is no correct grip, just the one or ones that work
best for you. I use a mix of palm and fingertip because I find the latter to be better for FPS
games, while the palm grip is overall more comfortable and less strain on my wrist. With 12



programmable buttons, the Scimitar makes it easy to activate a whole host of character
abilities without worrying about keyboard shortcuts. 
You can’t use the mouse while it’s charging like with other wireless options, but the extensive
battery capacity means you’ll be charging far less frequently. The Razer DeathAdder V2 is a
big gaming mouse that’s deceptively lightweight. The large rubberized body allows for
precise control regardless of your grip. However, if you have smaller hands, the size might be
unwieldy; we suggest looking at our other top picks. Mechanical button switches on other
mice can’t match the speed of the DeathAdder’s optical switches. 
best budget gaming mice 
Often, it’s the cheapest way to get your hands on gear that approaches professional level
features. We designed a whole range of gaming mice to suit a variety of play-styles, hand
shapes, grip-types and cosmetic preferences. What they all share in common are highly
precise sensors guaranteed to deliver the best performance. If you’re looking for a cordless
mouse for playing the best MMOs, then Razer’s Naga Pro is your perfect wireless
companion. 
Robust presence of major players, early adoption of advanced technologies, and rising
demand for MOBA and MMO games are some key factors driving revenue growth of the
market in this region. By distribution channel, the market is segmented into online and retail
stores. Online segment revenue is expected to register a faster CAGR throughout the
forecast period. The only thing that gives us pause in recommending the Razer Basilisk
Ultimate is the price, which will be impossible to justify for most people. That’s a bargain for
this kind of performance and while it lacks the bells and whistles of many of the other options
here, we don’t think you’ll find anything better without spending a good bit more money. 
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